Mass Tank is an international leader in the steel tank industry. Our steel tanks range from single wall tanks to large complex field erected projects. Mass Tank customer service representatives and engineers work alongside clients to provide leadership and guidance from a project’s inception to well beyond installation. This longstanding commitment to quality and service has made Mass Tank an international industry leader in tank manufacturing.
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**Single Wall Above Ground Tanks** – The cost efficient approach to store your non-hazardous materials. Unit capacities up to 250,000 gallons.

**Double Wall Above Ground Tanks** – Provide 300° or 360° containment without the need for vaults or earthen dikes.

**Fireguard®** - Is a fire and ballistic resistant tank design that is patented and warranted by the Steel Tank Institute for 30 years. The design is 2-hour fire rated per UL-2085. All steel construction double wall tank features an inner steel tank with a unique lightweight thermal insulation material. An exterior steel wall provides superior weatherability and low cost maintenance.
**Flameshield®** - Aboveground storage tank manufactured with a tight wrap double wall design. Standard features include 2 hour fire tested performance, built in secondary containment and interstitial monitoring capabilities.

**Plasteel Elutron Tanks** – Dual wall underground storage tank combines the strength of steel and the corrosion protection of fiberglass to ensure 30 years of worry free service. Tanks are constructed to UL 58 & 1746 standards.

**Secondary Containment Tanks** – The “underground alternative”. Above ground storage tanks that provide 110-200+% containment of the contents of the tank, rain and ice protection and overfill protection. Unique one-piece construction simplifies installation requirements.

**Water Tanks** – Perfect for large and small quality water storage. Atmospheric vessels and hydropnuematic designs. Potable and non-potable linings.
**Vertical Tanks** – Standard and custom sizes for all applications with flat or cone tops and bottoms.

**New York City Approved Tanks** – Cylindrical, rectangular and field erected tanks to conform with the NYC standards.

**Rectangular Tanks** – Engineered and designed for many pressures, sizes, and applications.

**Stainless Steel Tanks** – Utilized in the chemical, pharmaceutical, food, specialty and water industries.
**Specialty Tanks** – Carbon and stainless steel, accessories, baffles, diffusers, insulation, separators, fully engineered, shop built and field erected.
ASME Tanks – Pressure tanks up to 100,000 gallons with capabilities for various internal and external coatings, insulation, temperatures, heaters, heat trace and internal components.

Field Erected Tanks - Mass Tank has erected tanks all over the world. Whether Mass Tank is installing a manway or fabricating a tank, our professionalism, experience and high quality work has pleased many customers. Mass Tank can build to UL, API, AWWA, ABS, ASME, NYC, ATA, ULC and other standards.

Chilled Water Tanks - Chilled Water TES (Thermal Energy Storage) tanks have been used in data centers and technology companies to bring about a cost effective answer to power outages utilizing back-up resources. Mass Tank has successfully utilized their own patent pending designs to build tanks that are either shop built or field fabricated.
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